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SLS at standstill over
contract negotiations
by Patricia Rltter
staff reporter

No action regarding contract
negotiations for the Student Legal Services, Inc. attorney or
secretaries was taken by the
SLS board last night due to a
lack of a quorum.
But, Jim Shaffer, director of
the board, said he expects a
phone quorum from the 12-member student board sometime today regarding the standing of an
SLS secretary, Chris
Sensenstein, who Sandra Scott,
SLS attorney, attempted to fire.
Scott gave Sensenstein a 30day notice March 31 because
Sensenstein took time off during
spring break, Shaffer said. However, Scott does not have the
power to hire and fire employ-

ees. That power rests with the
board.
The six members of the board
present at the meeting unanimously agreed to ask
Sensenstein to remain in her
position.
This year, Shaffer said, the
board has hired a law clerk, four
part-time secretaries, and two
full-time secretaries, all of
whom quit their jobs.
Most of them quit because
"they claim Sandy is an impossible person to work for," Shaffer said.
AT THE MEETING Scott said
that her employees "don't respect me, ana I have a hard time
with people who don't do that."
She also said her employees
approach members of the board

with internal problems rather
than going to her, adding this
was one of the issues she wants
resolved in her contract negotiation April 20.
Scott also said she is also
concerned about the lack ofcommunication with the board,
a lack of goals for the program
and a lack of an attorney evaluation.
"No one ever told me what
they wanted me to do, so I set
my own personal goals. Therefore, it's not fair For people to
make accusations that I'm not
doing my job."
She told the board that she has
been focusing her efforts on
landlord tenant relations, small
claims court cases, educating
students and conducting the SLS
office as a law office.

Ex-girlfriends, doctor
take stand in rape trial
by Valerie Ciptak
staff reporter

Two ex-girlfriends of prosecution witness Floyd Boatman and
four Toledo men who were in
Bowling Green the night of the
alleged rape testified yesterday
in the kidnap and rape trial of a
University student.
Dr. Rogelio Rufo of Bowling
Green also testified that, having
examined and spoken with the
woman, he believed she had

been raped.
Toledo men Steven Troy Hill,
Patrick Henry and Lamont
Walker are each charged with
five counts of rape and one count
of kidnapping. Boatman, a
fourth man originally arrested
in connection with the incident,
was not indicted by the grand
jury that indicted Hill, Henry
and Walker in November.
Tamara Turner, 21, of Toledo,
said Boatman called her at work
at about 3 a.m. Oct. 26, the date

of the alleged rape. She said he
was upset that she was at work,
then arrived there a little later.
Defense attorneys suggested
Boatman had gone to her workplace so Turner, who was surprised by his visit, could
substantiate seeing him at that
time. She said Boatman never
mentioned a kidnap or rape and
that neither his phone call or his
demeanor were "unusual."
Henry's attorney Lafeyette
a See Testimony, page 11.

Great Day at the Ballpark
Loyal fans Kelly Dewitt. junior elementary education major, and Annette Losey, sophmore psychology
major, share a blanket on a windy 45-degree afternoon at Warren Steller Field. They were only s part
of a hand full of fans on hand to witness the Falcons beat Central University.

Reagan won't sit still' over threats to Americans
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan said yesterday he is "not going
to just sit here and hold still" amid
mounting threats against Americans
and said he suspects Libya's Moammar Khadafy is behind recent attacks.
At a news conference last night,
Reagan said his administration was
seeking sufficient evidence to link Khadafy to fatal bombings aboard a TWA
airliner and in a West Berlin nightclub.

"We're gathering evidence as fast as
we can, he said.
Earlier yesterday, Reagan told
newspaper editors he was seeking support from U.S. allies for appropriate
action "in view of the greater threats
that are being uttered.'
But asked during the news conference whether he was ready to announce military action in retaliation,
Reagan said: "We are not ready yet to

speak on that. Any action we might
take would be dependent on what we
learn and I can't go any further."
"This is a question that is like talking
about battle plans or something. If and
when we could specifically identify
someone as responsible for these acts,
we would respond. So this is what we
are trying to do - to find out who's
responsible."
The Pentagon said yesterday the

Navy begun preparing a two-carrier
battle group, including an extension of
the carrier Coral Seas deployment, if
Reagan decides to strike Libya.
In Tripoli, Libya, Khadafy said he
and his top commanders have comCleted military plans to challenge the
nited States.
Reagan began the conference by
urging Congress to approve his $100
on aid request for Nicaraguan

rebels with no strings attached, and
prodding lawmakers to get on with
passing a federal budget.
With Congress likely to miss the.
April IS deadline for completing adieu'
on the fiscal 1967 budget, the president
said tens of millions of Americans .
would make their tax-filing deadline.
"I urge Congress to forget about
raising taxes and concentrate mstese*
on controlling spending."

Water 'falls' for first time since 1984
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

The fountain in front of the Administration
Building started flowing again Monday after
a one-and-a-half year dry spell.
It had not operated since the winter of 1984
when money was not available for repairs,
said Keith Pogan, associate director of
Plant Operations and Maintenance.
"We simply couldn't afford to keep it
running," he said.
The fountain was built in 1963 with the
administration building and was not stopped

before fall 1984, Pogan said.
The President's office gave plant operations about $1,500 to $2,000 last tall to repair
the fountain, Pogan said.
New pumps, new piping and new valves
were needed to operate the fountain again,
he said. Now that repairs have been made, it
should operate for quite a few years, he said.
THE FOUNTAIN was also shut down
because Plant Operations needed to use its
money for more health and safety related
problems, Pogan said.
"It (the fountain) is more for looks than
anything," he said. "It's nice in the summer

when it's hot, though."
;•.
It also created some maintainence preb-'.
lems when it was operating before, Pofin
said.
*
For example, about four hours of den-op
were required when a prankster poor** j
laundry soap and food coloring or kootait)into the fountain, Pogan said.
"It's kind of an impressive sight, bat quite "
a job to clean up," lie said.
Pogan said there have not been any problems with the fountain yet and he is hoeing
there will be none.

Smoking banned in library
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Donors needed

Photo/Beth Murphy

Only a few students were donating blood for the Red Cross
yesterday morning In the Lenhart Qrand Ballroom. A drastic drop in
donations at the University's bloodmobile "has the potential for
being a very serious situation,'' according to Judy Ooris, Red Cross
Blood Chairman.

If lighting up a cigarette is
your way of taking a break from
the books at the Main library,
beginning next month you will
have to find a new way to ease
the tension.
And although many smokers
may be unhappy, there is no
alternative to banning smoking
from the library, said Kathryn
Thiede, administrative assistant
in the Jerome Library dean's
office.
"We are sympathetic to smokers, but we have to make a
policy statement removing
smoking from the library," she
said.
The policy will go into effect
A copy of the statement was
posted on the library suggestion
board yesterday , she said.

Numerous complaints were
posted on the suggestion board
By library users who said cigarette and cigar smoke in the
library snack bar was a nuisance and a health hazard,
Thiede said.
IN ADDITION to student complaints, restricting smoking
from the library wul help preserve library resources, as
smoke is a contributing factor in
the deterioration of library
materials, she said.
The library's ventilation system does not clear the air in the
snack bar of smoke and it circulates the smoke throughout the
building, which contaminates
library materials, Thiede said.
A new ventilation system
could not be installed without a
great expense, and other demands on funds make this unfeasible, she said.
"We cant justify the expense

because of all the other costs to
the library," she said.
There is also not enough space
in the library to provide other
alternatives such as a smokingonjy snackbar, Thiede said.
People will have to smoke
outside of the library in places
such as the area in front of the
building under the overhang,
she said.
The Undergraduate Student
Government and Graduate Student Senate both passed resolutions endorsing the removal of
smoking from the library,
Thiede said.
"We have the support of students and library advisory committee to put the policy1 in place
at the end of the year,' she said.
Library administration has
been conscious of the problems
involved with perniitting smoking in the library since the summer of 1984, Thiede said.

U.S. Navystays near
Libyan gulf
WASHINGTON (AP) - Die
Navy has taken steps to assure that President Reagan
can call on a two-carrier battle group if be decides to
order a military strike
against Libya, Pentagon sad
•dministratlon sources asM
yesterday.
The preparations tsessg*
cancellation of the (tepertsre
by one carrier from the MeaV
terranean for home asd scattling plans far a liberty cat)
by a second carrier, the
sources said.
The officials, speaks* OS
condition of anonymity
stressed the Nary hexf yeTfc
receive any orders to re-form
a battle groep isthe ceaSrM
MedttensBsesoffLftya.
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The signs of spring
A walk through campus now that the weather has
turned warmer reveals not only budding trees
and blooming flowers but also a new crop of signs,
posters and masking tape messages advertising
upcoming events sponsored by campus organizations.
The University has taken steps toward eliminating the litter these signs create by introducing a
policy which will fine anyone, student or organization, caught defacing property by illegally posting
messages.
The proposal is a good idea.
Anyone walking through campus can attest to the
fact that the abundance of this type of advertisng
detracts from the beauty of the campus.
There are plenty of ways to advertise events
happening around campus without defacing University property. Local newspapers, radio stations,
appropriate bulletin boards and mail service provide outlets for getting messages out to students,
faculty and administration alike.
By fining groups and individuals for pasting
leaflets and writing messages with masking tape
on sidewalks, perhaps students will learn respect
for a campus we all nave to live on after the events
have passed - while the debris lives on.
The one problem which we see with the plan to
fine students and organizations who advertise in
inappropriate locations is the opportunity for rival
groups or pranksters to move signs from events
sponsored by other groups to inappropriate places.
Because a group is mentioned on the signs, even
though the signs are fictitious, will they be obligated to pay the fine if the people responsible are
not caught?
The proposal also calls for removing all signs and
posters from the four-sided kiosks located around
campus, finally. The bulletin boards are an eyesore
and besides, any information posted on them is
impossible to find because of the clutter.
This University's campus is one noted for its
trees and green grass, by making the students
responsible for its maintanence. Perhaps the focus
as we walk through campus will be on the spring
foliage, and not the clutter and graffiti.

Keeping sanctuary under wraps
by Gregg Richardson
While the American public's
feeble Central American consciousness has been focused this
past couple of weeks on contra
aid vote tallies and imaginary
"invasions," a trial that many
were hoping would help open a
genuine and substantial national
debate on our policies has continued quietly and obscurely.
Eleven people, most of them
evangelical Christians, stand
accused by the Reagan administration of conspiring to shelter
refugees from the violence that
is destroying El Salvador and
Guatemala. They are part of the
"sanctuary" movement, a national campaign of civil disobedience undertaken by about 270
American churches, and endorsed by the leaders of several
of the mainline Protestant denominations, a dozen or so city
governments, and one state legislature.
The United States is heavily
involved in the Salvadoran civil
war, which is assuming the
character of a pogrom, as the
military air power bombs village after village in rebel-occupied territory into oblivion.
More than 40,000 people have
died in the war, and tne country's economy is propped up
only by massive American aid.
Some analysts estimate that 20
percent of the Salvadoran peoEle are now living as refugees,
l Guatemala, too, a succession
of military dictators with close
ties to the United States have
slaughtered tens of thousands of
the Indians in that country and
driven out many more, in what
has been termed a campaign of
genocide.
It is these refugees that the
Reagan administration is determined to keep out of the United

States and away from the attention of the American public, for
obvious reasons. The official
line is that these people do not
qualify as refugees under the
Refugee Act of I960, because
they are not fleeing a war, but
simply seeking economic opportunity in the United States.
This argument, disingenuous
as it is, has been almost completely successful in shifting the
terms of the debate to a technicality - are these people fleeing
violence or just looking for
jobs-when in reality the economic question is the real issue.
Central America has no economy of its own. Its land, industries, and financial institutions
are largely owned by American
corporations engaged in producing cash crops for export to the
United States. We cannot wash
our hands of their economic
plight, because it is we who have
essentially excluded them from
participating in the economic
life of their own society.
As historian Walter LaFeber
has pointed out in his book Inevitable Revolutions, this disastrous social and economic
situation is the root cause of the
violence, and consequently the
influx of refugees into the United
States. To even debate the issue
on Reagan's terms is to accept

the premise that sanctuary is a
privilege that we may or may
not extend to a people for whom
we bear no personal responsibility, rather than an obligation
due to a people whose lives we
have uprooted.
The debate the sanctuary
movement hoped to provoke has
yet to begin. Judge Earl Carroll
granted the government prosecutors' requests to forbid the
defendants from mentioning the
Refugee Act, describing the situations from which the refugees
were fleeing, or even expressing
their own religious motivations,
in effect stripping them entirely
of the right to speak in their own
defense.
In the meantime, for the people of Central America, life has
become a never-ending nightmare. Their troubles certainly
did not begin with the Reagan
administration, but the last five
years have been an ordeal of
unremitting terror and devastation. Numbers have been so casually manipulated as to be
nearly meaningless, but it appears that something like 100,000
people have died violently in a
region with a population and
area the size of California.
It is obvious that if a president
with the power of Ronald Reagan was sincerely interested in

bringing peace to Central America, he could have made some
progress in five years. Not only
has no progress been made during his tenure, there it not a
shred of evidence to suggest that
it ever will.
The only hope for Central
America will come when we
decide to compromise some of
our bitter political theology, sacrifice some of our economic selfinterest, and begin to devote
ourselves to bringing an end to
the killing.
That is unlikely to happen aa
long as our only images of the
region are drawn from the rhetoric of "freedom fighters" and
"evil empires," and differences
in opinion are virtually labeled
as treasonous by the White
House.
There are real people down
there, people like ourselves, who
are frightened grieving, sick,
hungry and desperate. It is
these people the sanctuary
movement hoped to bring to our
attention, as an appeal to our
collective sense of human decency.
It was just too much to hope
for.
Richardson is a reference li-\
brarian at the University's Sci-\
ence Library.

Winner breaks all the rules
by Mike Royko
Because it was a sunny spring
afternoon. I was amazed to see
this friend sitting in the gloom of
the barroom.
So I took the next stool and
asked him why he was there.
"Why shouldn't I be here?" he
answered in a listless voice.
You know why.
The truth is, he has always
been a man obsessed. For most
of his adult life, he has sought
the perfect golf swing. He has
read every golf book and magazine, gone to golf clinics, spent
a fortune on private lessons, and
tried every miraculous putter,
amazing driver, and incredible
ball as soon as they reached the
market.
In the winter, he spends hours
in his living room, swinging a
weighted club to strengthen his
golf muscles. He once accidentally struck his wife in the brow
with his follow-through. When
she regained consciousness, he
was studying the lump on her
head for clues as to whether he
had hooked or sliced.
And when the snow melts, he
abandons the golf course or
practice range only for his job or
sleep. While sleeping, he wears
earphones that play a hypnotic
recorded message: "Left arm
straight, head still, shoulder
turn, weight shift..."
He once joined a midnight
religious cult, hoping to cut a
deal with the devil: his soul for
one season as Jack Nicklaus.
So I repeated my question:
Why was he there?
His voice shaking, he said,
"Because it is all a He."
What is a lie?
He brought his hands together

and said: "What is this?"
That is your perfect Vardon
overlapping golf grip. Anybody
can see that.
Leaping to his feet, he swung
his arms and said:' 'And what is
this?"
That is your perfect Hogan
golf swing. You've shown it to
me countless times.
He slumped against the bar
and said: "Yes. The swing, the
grip. All lies, fraud, deceit."
What are you talking about?
The grip, the swing, these things
have evolved through the ages,
they are classic, carved in stone,
the golf gospel. You've told me
that a thousand times.
He shook his head. "Did I tell
you that I recently was hooked
up for cable TV?"
So?

"They show the senior golf
tournaments."
And?
"I have seen ..." He paused,
covered his eyes with his hand,
sighed, and finished the sentence. ".. . Charlie Owens."
Ah. I should have known.
Charlie Owens - golf's most terrible secret.
"I had never seen him before," he said, tears dripping
into his beer. "And there he was
winning the tournament, beating Palmer, Casper, Player,
with their great swings. It was
horrible, like a bad dream."
I could understand his emotions.
Charlie Owens, 56, black, a
pro on the senior golf circuit.
He walks as if he had a rigid
leg. That's because his left leg is
rigid. When he was a young
paratrooper, he shattered his
kneecap and it was removed.
His knee was fused so that it

can't bend. When he rides a golf
cart, the leg sticks straight out.
"Do you know what that
means? my friend said. "I
have six books devoted entirely
to proper leg action. You cannot
have proper leg action with a
rigid left leg. It is heresy. But
that's not the worst of it. His
grip. Have you seen his grip?"
I have. It is upside down. His
left hand is below his right hand.
It is said he learned it as a kid.
But by the time people told him
it was totally worng. he was
beating those who told him it
was totally wrong.
My friend cried out: "Read
Vardon. Read Hogan. Read
Nicklaus. Read anyone. It all
begins with the correct grip.
Without it, you cannot play the
game properly. It is impossible."
But Charlie does. And brilliantly, at times.
"Yes, so that means it is all a
fiction. Meaningless. All these
years. Everything I've believed
in. A fool's quest.
Even worse, if Owens ever
became widely known, it could
mean the end of an entire industry-the thousands of golf
books, golf videotapes, and the
pros all teaching the same thing.
An aging black man with a stiff
leg and an upside-down grip,
and he goes out and shoots 65s.
My friend reached into his
pocket and took out a handful of
tees. He let them slip from his
fingers onto the barroom floor.
Then he pounded his fist on the
bar and said:
"Oh, Lord, why can't they just
stick to basketball?"
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Letters
Keeping student government in the students' hands
A strong student government needs active and
consistent support from its constituents to be
effective.
In the spring of last year, we ran for office with
the theme "Bringing the Student Government
Back to the Students. Throughout this academic
year we have strived to do just that. Through
increased student awareness, stronger student
input, and by addressing issues of relevance to the
University student population, we have taken the
steps in bringing back respect and credibility to
the student voice.
•
In order for the student voice to be listened to as
well as heard, a unified support must be evident.
Changes will be made and students will have an
open communication channel to all facets of the
university community when we better understand, cooperate and support one another.
If you are concerned about having a voice in

decisions that affect your college experience, we
challenge you to take a few minutes out of your
busy schedule to vote in this year's Undergraduate Student Government elections and continue
making them accountable to your vote.
A strong voter turnout will not only insure the
election of qualified student leaders, but will show
the University community - administration, faculty and city - that students at Bowling Green
State University are ready to make them accountable for providing a quality educational experience.
Mike McGreevey
USGPrealdeat
BradKrider
Vke-Presideat
Editor's note: USG elections continue today
from 9 a.m.Sp.m. in the Union foyer.

by Berke Breathed
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Grant makes recycling easier
by Zora Johnson
I - staff reporter

Because of a grant received by the Bowling Green Jaycees, it may be easier for
student groups to raise money through the
recycling of cans.
Tne Jaycees have received $40,000 grant
from the Office of Utter Control of the Ohio
' Department of Natural Resources. The
money will be used to improve facilities at
the Jaycee Recycling Center on Poe Road.
This money will be earmarked for two
main projects, said Gail Pearson, member
of the Jaycees Recycling Management Committee.
"With some of the money we will be

purchasing an enclosed utility trailer which
we will use for satellite collection of aluminum cans." she said.
The trailer will be placed on campus for
student groups to use for can drives. When
the trailer is full, it will be returned to the
recycling center, Pearson said.
"This should eliminate many of the storage and transportation problems that students may have when collecting cans."
THE NUMBER of cans that are recycled
at the center should increase after purchase
of the trailer, Pearson said.
"Can buy-back is the key to operations at
the recycling center," she said. "There are
a lot of cans out there if we can just get
them."

The remainder of the money will be spent
to construct a building on the Jaycee recycling site.
"Right now we have no building - this
grant will allow us to get a building which
will protect our equipment and our workers,'' Pearson said. Sometimes when we
have had to ship materials we have had to
break the ice on top of the tarps before we
could even ship them."
The grant money will be available from
April 1 to December 31. Both projects must
be completed by that time, Pearson said.
"Our main goal is to reduce litter in the
community and make it easy for people to
get in the recycling habit," shesaJd/Tthink
this grant will help us achieve
achi
this."

Zoo trip, festival slated for Sibs Weekend
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

, Students who have younger
brothers and sisters up for a
weekend may often complain of
nothing to do, but a trip to the
. Toledo Zoo and a festival with
games and clowns will highlight
the annual Sibs Weekend April
11-13.
Sponsored by the Resident
' Student Association as the final
activity in "Your-Hall: An Ad-

venture in Living" week, the
weekend will start off with the
trip to the zoo from 10 a.m. to 2
em. and the festival in the
nion Oval from 1-5 p.m.
The festival's activites, which
will also include a dunking machine, are being geared toward
older children of a grade-school
age this year, said Kevin McCarthy, freshman radio-television-film major and program
director.

ganization showing of the entire
Star Wars trilogy. Beginning
Friday night, Star Wars will be
shown at 7:30 p.m., the Empire
THE STUDENT Recreation Strikes Back at 9:45 p.m. and
Center is planning for Sibs week- Return of the Jedi at midnight.
end, with a special rate of 75* The movies will be shown at the
per sib per day. The Rec Center same times Saturday night
is open to 10 p.m. Friday, from 9 while in the afternoon they will
a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday and 9 be at noon, 2:15 p.m. and 4:30
p.m. Admission is $1.50 for one
a.m. to noon Sunday.
movie or $3.75 for the package.
Sibs can also be entertained' All showings will be in 210 Math
by the University Activities Or- Science.
n See life, page 11.
"We dropped 'little' (from
Little Sibs Weekend) so older
kids will come too," lie said.

U&

SIBS WEEKEND
FRIDAY —
—
—
—
—

Association

Reduced admission price at Rec Center
UAO Star Wars Trilogy - 210 MSC
Free Skating at Ice Arena
Spyro Gyra Concert

SATURDAY -

— Trip to Toledo Zoo — We provide the
transportation! 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
— Carnival — Booths, clowns and balloons
1:30-5:30, Union Oval
— Reduced admission at the Rec Center
— Free skating for sibs at Ice Arena
— UAO Star Wars Trilogy - 210 MSC
— International Dinner — food and dance
from other countries

Campus pro-lifers
hope to make impact
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

In waging the war against
abortion, the numbers of people committed to the pro-life
cause are unimportant, but
rather the determination of
those involved, said representatives of the Bowling Green
and Ohio chapters of Right to
Life.
^^
"There have been more solidly done things accomplished by a handful of people
than anything else, said
Linda Thies, vice president of
Ohio Right to Life.
In an address to members
of Students for Life Tuesday
night, Thies spoke to the 11
people present about the role
of students in the pro-life
movement.
Thies, a Tiffin resident,
said college students are
more open to discussion of the
abortion question than adults
who posess already formed
opinions about the issue.
Thus, she urged students to
become involved.
"You never know what kind

The KEY
To Winning
Order your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G.

2nd Prize:
$100.°°
Gift Certificate

Sponsored by Resident Student Association

•

of influence you can have,"
she said. "Students are open
to the facts."
Kit Eridon, Bowling Green
Right To Life president, said
students need to be educated
in what really happens in an
abortion.
"Abortion is forever. It
harms the woman physically,
emotionally and mentally,
he said.
HE ALSO said Right to Life
is not limited to the abortion
issue.
Thies said she is concerned
about a recent American
Medical Association ethical
policy eommitttee recommendaion. The policy passed
by the AMA committee states
it is ethical for doctors to
withhold food and drink from
comatose patients.
This draws criticism from
pro-life supporters because it
lowers the value of human life
in America, Eridon said.
He drew a parallel between
the climate of the life question in American and Nazi
Germany.
D See Life, page 11.
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State department advisor
Warm weather spurs allergies
relays apartheid experiences
by PatU Bocrgcr
reporter

by Jarcd O. Wadley
staff reporter

Even though apartheid is a
major issue, few people can say
they have seen what is happening in South Africa.
But William Jacobsen can.
He lived in Johannesburg,
South Africa and is now senior
advisor for the South Africa
Working Group in the U.S. Department of State.
Jacobsen spoke in the McFall
Center Assembly Room Tuesday about "U.S. Policy Toward
Apartheid in South Africa."
A native of Seattle, Jacobsen
said he speaks to a number of
colleges and companies about
South Africa.
"It is a pleasure coming here.
It's the first time that I've been
in this area," Jacobsen said.
SOUTH AFRICA has been an
emotional issue over the last 20
months for many people, he
said. The system makes people
think in racial terms, not human, Jacobsen said.
"The whites (in South America) don't want to change the
future. It gnaws others to see the
strange society," he said.

One way the society is
strange, according to Jacobsen,
is that whites in South Africa
want to be referred to as Europeans.
Jacobsen said people such as
South African Bishop Desmond
Tutu, winner I
of the 1984
Nobel Peace
Prize, come
to America
because they
believe
Americans |
care.
"Thel
American!
media has Jacobsen
made apartheid an important
issue. Whatever Tutu says is
important, so America can't be
neutral for apartheid," Jacobsen said.
He said the U.S government is
going to help South Africans by
providing several programs
with an estimated value of over
$45 million in the near future.
Some of the programs include:
$1.5 million for a human rights
fund, $10 million in scholarships,
$1 million toward labor training,
$3 million for black entrepre-

Cash & Carry
Specials
Select

The most common allergies during spring
are tree pollens and outdoor molds, he said.
"The winds from the Great Lakes blow the
mold spores and pollen several miles from their
source of origin and there are no mountains to
act as a buffer zone," he said.
Marc Mastro, sophomore finance major, said
he is allergic to mold, pollen, dust and barley.
He said during April and October his allergies
bother him most. If he doesn't take prescription
and over-the-counter medication, he sneezes
and his sinuses become clogged.
THIS MONTH he cannot drink beer because
of his allergic reaction to the barley in it, he
said.
Roberts said during the winter, most people
allergic to outdoor molds usually do not have
problems, because the molds which grow on
plants, dry leaves and other organic material
are covered by snow.
"Molds grow all winter in the moisture under
the snow. When the snow melts and combines
turn over the ground, the molds can cause
problems for some people," he said.
Outdoor molds can be found in potted plants,
compost heaps, rotting leaves, cut flowers,
barns and on wood.

The best way to take care of an allergy is
environmental control or avoiding the allergy
related substance, he said.
For pollen-sensitive patients, he advises
them to stay inside and not to use a fan because
it blows the pollen around the house. An air
conditioner also reduces pollen indoors.
Animals that go in and out of doors may be a
source of symptoms because the pollen outdoors can get into their fur, he said.
AntUiistamines and decongestants can be
helpful for pollen sufferers. Antihistamines
work better if taken prior to exposure, so that
the antihistamine can help prevent the symptoms before they occur, Roberts said.

Tree pollen is another allergic disorder which
can affect people in the spring.
Alder, elm, sugar maple and oak are some of
the trees producing pollen that cause allergic

Allergy shots can provide long-term relief.
They reduce the sensitivity of the body to the
specific substances that cause the allergic
reactions, he said.
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ALLEN HTTE, senior radio-television-film
major, suffers from hay fever during April to
September and takes over-the-counter medication every day during these months, he said.
Failing to take his medication every day brings
cold syptoms.
"Near the end of July and August, I can't
mow the lawn because the grass blowing
around the yard bothers my allergies," Hite
said.
Roberts said those suffering from allergies
may have bouts of sneezing, stuffy and/or
runny nose, itchy nose, irritated eyes and
throat, trouble sleeping at night due to breathing difficulties, post nasal drip, sinus congestion, and headache.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

Mixed Bouquets $3.
doz.
Red Roses

HE SAID these programs will
be important, but measures
must be taken to end apartheid.
Nevertheless, several points
must be remembered before
tackling the problem, he said.
Among them, Jacobsen said,
is the fact that political justice
for the 23 million blacks is inevitable - as time and number is on
their side.
In addition, he said America
isn't going to end apartheid, but
the South Africans are. With a
difference of language, ethnics
and ideologies, it will be a matter of time before they are unified, he said.
Another issue to be considered
is that the South African problem affects all neighboring
countries that are tied economically and historically, he said.
Too many people think the
United States can change the
situation overnight, he said. The
problem is that the people, especially youths, are angry about
unemployment and education,
Jacobsen said.

Students experiencing a runny nose, sneezing
and watery eyes may not have a cold, but could
be suffering from an allergy.
Dr. James Roberts from wood County Hospital said one difference between a cola and an
allergy is that a cold will last five to seven days
and an allergy will last many weeks.

* «2

Carnations

Long Stem

neurs, and $2 million for blacks
who didn't pass their college
entrance exams.

reactions which occur from late March to May,
Roberts said.
Hay fever, the most common allergic disorder affecting one in five Americans S usually
due to ragweed and other weeds which pollinate
from August to the first frosts, he said.

Wednesday — Newspaper Day: Editors and
reporters will tell of their work and important
advances in this field.
Thursday — Broadcast Day: Listen to lectures
and panel discussions from radio and television
personalities and managers.
Friday — Job Search Day: Communication specialists tell you how to conduct the search for
employment.
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Local house's architecture
has 'devilish' characteristics
by Mdlsta McGUlivray
slaft reporter

While strolling through town,
several people may get the feeling they are being watched by
someone bearing a devilish grin.
And this feeling may not be
totally irrational^ considering
the decorations on the house at
1* N. Prospect St.
The house displays a threedimensional devil's face on the
top front porch gable. Smaller,
similarly colorful devil's faces,
serpents, and floral designs are
also on the lower front portions
of the house.
Allen Baldwin, an attorney in
town and owner of the house,
said the unusual decorations often attract attention to his home.
"The only problem I have is
that it's so unique we've had a
lot of people stopping to ask
about it," Baldwin said "Iprobably average about 20 to 25 people a year.
THERE HAVE been rumors
circulating among townspeople
for years about the house, Baldwin said.
"One rumor was that it was a
whorehouse at one time," be
said.
Another popular rumor is that
the numerals 666, the symbol for
Satan, are hidden somewhere in
the designs.

"Some of the crazies think it's
devil worshipping," he said.
Baldwin denies the house is
satanic. He said it's just interesting.
"It sets the house off-it
makes it unique," he said.
Baldwin did not create the
designs on his house, which were
made from tin molds, he said.
But he did have them uncovered
from beneath the paint which
had hidden them since the house
was originally built in 1890.
When he bought the house
about eight years ago, Baldwin
said he hired two University art
students to bring out the designs.
BUT WHILE working on the
patterns, one of the painters
brought Baldwin's attention to a
few more unusual designs.
"One of them came down
(from the top of the house) and
said, 'What do you want the
dragons and snakes painted?' "
he said.
Baldwin said his initial reaction to the students's statement
was disbelief. But after tracing
the designs in the painted-over
tin molds, he said he and the
other painter finally noticed a
dragon's mouth with snakes
coming out of it.
He then decided to have the
painters bring out all of the

designs with vibrant colors, he
said.
And he also added some special touches of his own.
"When I bought the place, the
horns weren't in the face and the
eyes weren't there," he said.
Baldwin also said he had the
art students put in deer antlers
for horns ana baby doll eyes for
the devil's eyes.
BALDWIN SAID the reason he
decided to restore the designs
was because of the history involved in the architecture.
"If anything, I'm a history
buff," he said "'It's important to
save things like that. We've got
enough parking lots, golden
arches, and Sunoco signs.
Hie architectural designs involved in the house were very
popular at the time it was built,
and can still be seen in other
structures in Bowling Green.
Other homes and buildings on
Prospect, Wooster, and Main
streets display similar figures,
including a lion face on one
house and two steer heads on the
Lehmann building downtown.
The Wood County Courthouse
and Jail, also built in the late
1800s and early 1900s, features
many different faces and mythological creatures, such as gargoyles, carved in stone.

This devil's head stares out over the front porch gable of attorney Allen Baldwin's home located at 126 N.
Prospect.

In a pamphlet entitled "The
effect of the gas and oil boom on
the individuality of Bowling
Green architecture," Ted Ligibel offers an explanation of the
designs.
He said the faces and other
decorations may have been a
way of expressing creativity
during the industrial boom.
Ugibel wrote, "There is a
certain humorous, impish element common to them all which could suggest that they
were either laughing at or with
the times."

The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
staff positions including all staff
editors, photographers and reporters. Most are paid positions.
Applications may be picked up at the
BG News Office, 214 West Hall,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Application deadline: April 23

Do these issues concern you?
* 'Transition 21"
* Liabilities of the servers of alcohol
* Repeat DGI offenders
*BAC testing methods
*Tougher DGI sentencing
^Prevention and Education Alternatives
*The safety of our highways

Then attend ...
"A Public Forum on the issues of
Drinking and Driving"
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Michael J. Lucke
Dayton, Ohio
Michael graduated from Bowling Green in
December with a B.F.A. in Graphic Design.
Michael will receive a dinner for two at
Tradewinds and a certificate from UAO.

Our New Logo is

Congratulations Michael!
WINTHROP TERRACE
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Student skates on home ice
by Valeric Lonero
staff reporter

' 2*g£

While skaters from three different states traveled to Bowling Green to compete on the Ice but
weekend, one University student felt right at
home.
Alvin Steffey, freshman French and Japanese
major, was the only University skater who competed in the University Tri-State Competition
which attracted skaters from Ohio, Michigan and
Indiana.
The competition, which ran Thursday through
Sunday, involved 450 skaters, (27 of whom were
from Bowling Green) and allowed skaters to
compete in free skating, compulsory, dance, similar pairs and interpretative skating categories,
said Darlene Householder, chairman of the competition this year.

BG News/Peter Fellman
Alvin Steffey, freshman French and Japanese major, runs through his skating routines at the Ice arena.

CmmE=;=-— CALL 352-0077
STOPPER!??

Newlove
Management

"The event is nonqualifying event which means
skaters who didn't have prior experience in skatins can have the chance to compete," Householder said. "And Steffey is the skater who
represented the University."
Although Steffey has been out of competition for
the past year because of a leg injury, he still
received second and third place in the men's free
skating and interpretive competition.
"It was an honor to take home medals which
were representative of myself and of the University," Steffey said. "I'm really excited about
placing so well in the competition because this
was only the third time I've competed in a major
competition. Plus. I was worried because I'm still
suffering from shin splints."
WHILE STEFFEY has been taking private
lessons since he was IS years old, he stilTmanages
to juggle a schedule of textbooks and ice skating.
"I am taking private skating lessons each
morning and evening which can get tiresome with
my classes, but I really enjoy it," he said. "College is something for me to lean back on if my
skating career doesn't bring in the money."

John Stockwell:

640 Eighth Street

"Perfect for the Graduate Student"

352-5620

Secret Wars of the CIA

ENTIRE STOCK

Wednesday, April 16
8:00 p.m.. Lenhart Grand Ballroon

25%-50% off
Bras
Panties
Camisoles
Slips

John Stockwell is the highest
ranking CIA official to openly
criticize the agency. He has
appeared on 60 Minutes, NBC
Magazine and in several documentaries. Mr. Stockwell will
recount his first-hand experience with CIA activity in Vietnam, South Africa, El Salvador
and Nicaragua.

• Deluxe 2 Bedroom Furnished
Apartments
• Very Quiet Atmosphere
* Free Water & Sewer
* Student Consumer Union Lease

328 S. Main

BUT GOOD siting and solid connections aren't
the only ingredients needed to insure a successful
skating career, he said.
"Money can really hold a good skater back from
pursuing a career on the ice," Steffey said. "My
parents thought $100 was expensive for my first
pair of skates, but they were really surprised at
the cost of the skates I get now which cost about
|J00."
"Ice skating can be real expensive, especially
when my parents have the other kids in the family
to worry about," be said. "My brothers and sisters
all received a car from my parents for their
graduation present. When I graduated, I asked my
mom where my graduation wheels were and she
said I was wearing my car on my feet."
Although Steffey usually competes three times a
year in smaller competitions, he said he still
prefers skating for ice shows.
"I'm more of a show person because when
you're out there on the ice, you can really strut
vour stuff. When I'm competing, I can actually
feel the pressure from the audience," he said. I
"Skating gives me a sense of self worth and
accomplishment It's not like a football team
where If a mistake is made, you can blame it on
another teammate," be said. "When that perfect
jump is made and the crowd applauds, you know
all those cheers are for the individual in the
middle of the rink."

Closing Our
Lingerie Dept.

presents a lecture by

Need A Quiet
Building?

Steffey said be believes the key to becoming
recognized in the skating world is to develop a
name for yourself by going to different rinks.
"Just by participatine in the Tri-State Competition, I got exposure to other skaters and the judges
and exposure can really get a skater ahead in this
fleUL"he said.
"I'm confident with my skating ability but I also
realize that succeeding in the skating world take*
more than practice. It is a political sport and
connections may determine how far a skater will
make it," Steffey said. "And once those connections are made, there's no telling how far a skater
can go."
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University Activities Organization

presents:

In Concert
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The RAVE Reviews
Tonight

". . . Better than Campbell's soup cans."
Andy Warhol, another level reality

A retrospective performance of rock-n-roll

". . . Bloody marvelous . . "
Queen Elizabeth, Buckingham Palace

Standards from the 50's to the 80's
Featuring: The Beatles, The Who, Tom Petty, Lou
Reed, Rolling Stones, The Cars, U2, Phil Collins
and Many More!

• NO COVER •
A Designated Driver Participant

".. . I'm sure it's very nice."
Stevie Wonder, platinum record land
"A great step forward for mankind."
Roger Ebert, At the Movies
"I thought it was less than thrilling."
Gene Siskel, At the Movies
"Stuff it, Gene"
Roger again, At the Hostile Movies
"We're going to offend a lot of people if this ad is printed."
Everyone at the UAO office except the
Publicity Director, pushing their luck.

Elsewhere
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Choices narrowed
for Honda plant

Shuttle cabin survived blast
. CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Challenger's crew cabin
structurally survived the Jan. 28
explosion and nine-mile plunge
torn the sky and then shattered
when it hit the surface of the
Atlantic Ocean, a federal safety
ewert reported yesterday.
However, experts do not believe the astronauts survived the
tall to the ocean. They believe
the seven probably were killed
instantly from the shock of the
explosion or from aerodynamic
forces as the cabin tumbled
from the sky.
The nose section with the
cabin inside broke cleanly away

from the rest of the shuttle and
when it "struck the water, it had
some mass inside; that mass
was the crew module," said
Terry Armentrout, director of
the National Transportation
Safety Board's bureau of accident investigation.
Armentrout said aerodynamic
forces rather than the explosion
caused most of the initial breakup of Challenger and that the
ltt-to-lMMnph impact with the
water did tne rest of the damage.
IN FACT, he said, there was
no large explosion as everyone

at first believed. He said it was
more of a fireball and that the
cloud of smoke and flame resulted from the flames that
flashed when liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen propellant
mixed after the huge external
fuel tank ruptured.
"There was evidence of explosion visually, but the explosion
of the entire shuttle is not something we're seeing," he said.
"The external tank did not explode. With all its potential, it
would have been a much greater
fireball."
Armentrout talked with reporters as he led them through

Poll: Most Ohioans believe
1983 tax hike unnecessary
AKRON (AP)-A majority of Ohioans still
believe that a state income tax increase enacted in
1983 during the early days of Gov. Richard Celeste's administration was unnecessary, according to a poll released yesterday by several media
and the University of Akron.
' And Jesse Marquette, the Akron professor who
designed the survey, said the issue remains a
politically sensitive one for Celeste in his re-election camp"'"
Of the 865 adults polled, 58 percent said the tax
increase was not necessary, while 42 percent
thought it was needed. Similar polls taken in 1984
and 1165 showed almost the same results.
The margin of error for the poll was 3.51
meaning the number of people who thought the tax
unnecessary could have been as high as 61.5
percent or as low as 54.5 percent.
r Participants in the poll conducted by telephone
.'March 3-12 were asked the following question:
."Some people say the 1983 tax increase was
/necessary to deal with state budget problems,
'.while other say the problems should nave been
'handled without a tax increase. How do you feel?"
I THE SAME people who were asked the tax
•question were also asked to rate Celeste's Job
.'performance. A majority rated Celeste's job performance as fair or poor rather than excellent or

good, and they cited the tax issue more often than
any other reason for their rating.
When he proposed the tax increase in February
1963, Celeste argued that it was needed to erase a
8500 million deficit and put the state on good
financial footing.
Despite repeated references to the increase as a
90 percent jump, Celeste contends the increase
was actually smaller. His proposal made permanent a 50 percent surcharge imposed under former Republican Gov. James Rhodes and added
another 40 percent.
Without Celeste's action, the 50 percent surcharge would have expired in mid-1963.
"The tax issue continues to remain an issue for
Celeste," Marquette said. "He should confront the
issue and say something had to be done to stabilize
finances, and the tax that was collected was used
well.

two hangars where the shuttle
debris that has been recovered
has been laid out over a pattern
of 4-foot-square grids, much as
the wreckage of an aircraft is
positioned for investigation.
It was the first public viewing
of the debris, and it was a sobering sight to see the remains of
the once sleek space plane
spread out, battered, jagged and
charred.
Most pieces were small, but in
the hangar where the orbiter
chunks are being examined
there were large sections of the
fuselage, the cargo bay doors
and the right wing. There was a
stench of dead marine life from
barnacles and other sea creatures that attached themselves
to the debris.

MARYSVTLLE, Ohio (AP)
- Honda of Japan said yesterday that its site search for a
second U.S. assembly plant
has been narrowed to Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky.
Honda, which has been
making the Accord compact
car here since 1982, will decide by the end of this year
whether to go ahead with
plans for the second plant.
The plant would produce
cars for Honda's new Acura
division, said Shoichiro Irimajiri, president of Honda of
America Manufacturing Inc.,
a U.S. subsidiary of Honda
Motor Co. Ltd.
The new division currently
makes two cars, a luxury
sedan and a sporty coupe.
"We already have decided

IN A portable hangar nearby
are chunks of the external tank,
two of the three main engine
nozzles and the two forward
segments of the booster rockets.

"THE MIDWEST means
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois - four states," he said.
Irimajiri said no final decision has been made to build
the plant because Honda
wants to see how the Acura is
received.
Marysville in central Ohio
is the site of a car, motorcycle
and plastics plant and Honda
also has an auto and motorcycle engine assembly plant in
Anna in northwest Ohio.
The sales of Ohio-made
Accords were strong enough
in 1965 to boost Honda past
American Motors Corp. as
the nation's fourth-largest automaker.
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THE GOVERNOR should also say he guessed
wrong and overestimated the amount that was
needed and that he later gave back some of the
tax."
Marquette, referring to the rebate of $50 million
to taxpayers in 1964 and the 20 percent, three-year
tax cut approved last year, said, "Celeste and the
Legislature have acknowledged that the size of the
tax increase was too big."

Corner of Clough S Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA
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*Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished
,c
nst dependable, 24 hr maintenance

Applications for

The GAVEL Editor and
The OBSIDIAN Editor

'In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

Rental Office located in Amherst Village

for the 1986-87 academic year
are being accepted through

1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

Friday, April 11,5 p.m.
214 West Hall

in association with

Soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

The College of Musical Arts
JAZZ WEEK
PRESENT

o si Y q t

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS!
MEET YOUR CANDIDATES

G

Y

R

A

for 2 shows at 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m., Saturday, April 12, 1986
In Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Cantor

Thursday, April 10, 5:30,107 Hanna

Tickets: $7, $9, $12 with valid ID
$9, $11, $14 General Admission
Tickets can be purchased at the Kobacker Box Office
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. for the respective shows

Tom Murray, House of Representatives
Joyce Kepke, State Representative
Alvin Perkins, Wood County Commissioner
Kevin Phllo, Wood County Auditor

invites you to redeem your Spyro Gyra ticket
■■"■*.. for a 10% discount on your Aspen tab
the night of the show.

If you are interested in joining the Campus Democratic Movement, this
open forum will serve as an organizational meeting as well. If you
cannot attend but are still interested, contact Curt Seditz at 372-2831.
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♦There are other alternatives *
to today's problems

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
2 Bedroom Apartments
$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

> White Water Rafting
:*>
with
V
on

1 Bedroom Apartments

fril 18-20 or April 25-27
on the New River in West Virginia
Cost is $55 per person & includes transportation,
raft trip, lodging & Saturday's lunch. $15 nonrefundable deposit required with sign-up.
Sign ups begin March 31 in the UAO Office, 3rd
floor, Union.

we will build our second plant
in the Midwest," Irimajiri
said in an interview.

$400 for the Summer

Efficiencies
$300 for the Summer
* Tennants pay utllltlot at somo locations

|

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wootter St.
332-0717
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Goodyear plants' futures
Metzenbaum wants action
rest on tax credit decisions on budget cut proposals
CLEVELAND (AP) - Decisions by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. and other
manufacturers on whether to
invest in new plants here or
abroad may hinge on what Congress does with depreciation and
tax credits, a top executive of
the Akron-based company said
yesterday.
But Tom Barrett, Goodyear's
president and chief operating
officer, acknowledged that the
preservation of accelerated deEciation and the investment
credit would not necessarily
keep jobs in Ohio over another
state.
Goodyear is the only Ohio
member of a coalition of 23 U.S.
companies formed late last year
to combat proposals in the pending tax reform legislation to
shift f 140 billion of the tax burden on individuals by eliminating those 1981 tax provisions.
The group, the Coalition for
Jobs, Growth and International
Competitiveness, contends that
the special credits and deductions are the only way to improve U.S. productivity and
competitiveness abroad.
"WE DO not want to set up
new manufacturing operations

offshore to take advantage of
lower wages and material costs,
or more beneficial tax treatment," Barrett said at a news
conference. "But industries
such as ours may have no choice
if the proposed tax reform bill
prevails.
Goodyear operates in 27 foreign countries in addition to the
United States. About 10,500
Goodyear employees work in
Ohio, with 2,500 at headquarters
and 7,000 in its nearby aerospace
operations, plus about 500 workers each in Logan and Jackson.
The credit is the share of capital investment that can be credited against a corporation's
taxes. The depreciation rate is
the time in which a company can
devalue plant and equipment. A
shorter time period benefits the
company.
"Now, the state of Ohio and
northeast Ohio in particular,
basically they had the steel industry and the rubber industry,
basically in a lot of cases they
have not fled offshore yet," Barrett said. "There's a lot of decisions being made on that. They
have fled to other states where
they had a better environment in
which to operate.... So I think
you've got two pieces of the
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Look for the pizza man on
campus with his bright orange
jacket, and tag him for a valuable
coupon for your next Pizza
Brother's visit.
P.S. His name is not Herb!
Save this ad foi 2 Free Pepai with
■ntordtr.
(Not good with any other offer)
0

equation: international for the
country, and then competitiveness inside the U.S.A."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The full Senate must
begin consideration of a budget resolution in
order to avoid triggering the Gramm-Rudman
budget-balancing "doomsday machine," Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said yesterday.
"Where is the budget?" Metzenbaum asked
on the Senate floor. "Why doesn't the president
want us to move this package forward to the
Senate floor where it can be amended and
finally passed? Why should we delay? Why
should we flirt with disaster?"
On March 19. the Senate Budget Committee
approved a budget resolution by a vote of 13-9.
The measure would provide a blueprint for
Congress to meet a mandated budget deficit
target of $144 billion.
But Republican senators have told Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.. they believe the resolution fails to provide enough
money for defense and would raise taxes. And
the measure has yet to be brought up on the
Senate floor.
METZENBAUM said that if the resolution is
not adopted, the Gramm-Rudman law will
automatically cut, or sequester, billions of

CHARLES Walker, a Washington-based consultant who
was deputy secretary of the
Treasury during Richard Nixon's first term, disputed arguments that those provisions keep
old manufacturing industries
afloat while the proposed 35 percent corporate tax rate favors
up-and-coming high tech companies.
"It's a question of taxing new
investment versus giving tax
benefits to old investment," he
said, explaining that the credit
and depreciation apply only to
new investment. "These companies in the high tech area now
that support this legislation are
ensconced. They've made their
investments."

dollars of budget authority for social and defense programs.
"The sequester would wreak havoc on critical domestic programs, with drastic cuts in
cancer research, Die FBI, air traffic control,
drug enforcement, and home heating assistance for the poor and elderly," said Metzenbaum. "When Gramm-Rudman cuts, it does so
mindlessly and it does so mechanically."
Metzenbaum said he disagrees with some
provisions in the budget resolution - including
cuts in Medicaid. low-Income energy assistance
and subsidized housing - and will attempt to
address them if the measure comes up on the
floor.
But he said the resolution would give the
Senate a rational alternative to Gramm-Rudman and serve as a roadmap for committees
working on various appropriations bills.
"It would be irresponsible in the extreme to
allow the Gramm-Rudman doomsday machine
to be triggered in October," said Metzenbaum.
"Let's bring the budget resolution to the floor.
My fear is this delay brings the disastrous
sequester closer and closer.

Official to rule on labor bargaining law
volved."
Tenenbaum said Celebrezze
could not issue a formal opinion
to the Senate until it is requested
in a resolution adopted by a roll
call vote. The Senate is in recess
until May 13.

COLUMBUS (AP)-Democratic Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze Jr. will comply
with a Republican Senate leader's request for a formal opinion
on whether Ohio's public employee collective bargaining law
is constitutional.
The request came yesterday
from Senate President Paul Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, who said
the act illegally delegates legislative authority to non-elected
officials and, in effect, subverts
constitutional procedures for the
enactment of new laws.
Celebrezze aide Robert Tenenbaum said the attorney general
had been advised by letter of
Gillmor's request. But Tenenbaum noted the opinion may
take weeks "because a tremendous amount of research is in-

Even if the attorney general
finds that the law meets constitutional muster. Gillmor said he
is certain it will be challenged.
GILLMOR, WHO voted
against the collective bargaining bill, said he is convinced the
statute runs afoul of the constitution because it allows proposed contracts covering state
employees to take effect unless
they are rejected by both houses
of the Legislature.
Instead, he maintained, the
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law should require affirmative
action by both houses on contract proposals.
Gillmor said he also objects to
language in the law that gives
state bargaining units and public employee unions the authority to enter into contracts that,
in effect, take precedence over
state law. The Legislature traditionally has set salary and benefit levels for state employees by
statute.
"We have here, it appears, a
mechanism whereby a collective bargaining agreement effectively 'repeals' existing state
law without an affirmative vote
of each house of the General
Assembly," said Gillmor.
The Legislature has allowed
one contract to take effect under
provisions of the law. That contract covers state liquor store
and lottery employees.
THE SENATE and House both
rejected a proposed agreement
with the Fraternal Order of Po-
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Plus
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But
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B0JAN6LES

Check out movies
on sale for $24.93-29.93
* Bill Cosby
■k Romancing the Stone
* The Sound of Music
* M*A*S*H
* Many, many more

(Across from Food Town S. Main)

Live Entertainment
Every Weekend

Look for new extended hours on Saturday
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lice and its members, most of
them troopers and dispatchers
in the State Highway Patrol. But
a revised contract will likely
take effect because a 30-day
time limit provided by law for
legislative action will have exElred by the time the Senate and
louse reconvene May 13.
Although Gillmor said he was
acting in his capacity as Senate
president, be left little doubt
that he sees potential political
gain in resurrecting one of the
hottest political issues of the
past decade.
He said the collective-bargaining bill "was rammed through
what was then a totally Democrat-controlled Legislature in
1963. ... As was the case with
the 90 percent tax increase, our
arguments fell on deaf ears."
However, Gillmor said he
wanted "to state very clearly
that I do not oppose an organized
system of public employees collective bargaining, ana neither
do other Republican members of
the Senate*

112 E. Washington, B.G.

352-4171
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FREE Pool Every
Tuesday & Wednesday
Drinks $1.°°
Pitchers $2.M

is once ayain Sponsoring

WINE SHOP
Brighten Up Your Day
with a Blush Wine

^A tOreakfait with Jbr. f^aul KJlAcamp
DnursJay, Jlpril 24 at 8i30 a.m.
in /Jerries Cafeteria, JdarSnman y^uaa

12-20 stuJents will L setect.J ou Ltt.ru from tlie
coupons returned. L oupuns should ot turned into the
td^t\_J office, 3rd Moor, tdniversitu Lfnion bu 5 p.m.,

All Price Ranges

-Mpril 14. ZJke lireahfast is free and uou mau enter
as manu times as uou wish. -Senuone wno attended the
previous breakfast is inetiaioie.

We are Happy to Help with your Selection
This Week's Special
"Best Fast Lunch in Town"
Bagel Sandwiches -ready to go-

Across from Harshman Quad

75'

expires 4/20/86

353-WINE

Coupon
Yes, I would like the opportunity to
have breakfast with Dr. Paul Olscamp.

Name
Address
Phone
Return to UAO office, 3rd floor, Union
by 5 p.m. April 14.

Sports
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Falcons end five-game slide
Carden's five RBFs pace 16-5 rout

M

by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor
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BG News/Ala Horvath
Bowling Green first baseman Jeff Shokles gets a hold of a Central State pitch as the rest of the
Falcons look on. BG wrecked the Marauders 16-5 yesterday at Steller Field.

Tribe loses to O's in ninth
Bonilla's double off wall plates winning runs
BALTIMORE (AP) - Pinch
hitter Juan Bonilla hit a two-run
double off the right field wall
with two out in the ninth inning
to give the Baltimore Orioles a 43 win over the Cleveland Indians
yesterday.
Pinch hitter Fred Lynn
opened the inning with a walk
and Scott Bailes, making his
major league debut, relieved
Dickie Notes. Bailes walked
Mike Young, but retired the next
two batters before Bonilla
punched a wind-aided double,
scoring Lynn and Young.
Don Aase, 1-0, was the winner
as Bailes, 0-1, got the loss.
Heaton, who left the game in
the fifth inning because of stiffness in his left forearm, allowed
five hits over the first three
innings, but settled down to hold

the Orioles to only two hits over
the next three innings.
Cleveland rallied from a 2-1
deficit with two runs in the fifth.
Joe Carter lead off the inning
with his first home run, smacking a 2-1 pitch from Baltimore
starter Mike Boddicker over the
left field fence. Rookie Gary
Allanson followed with a single
to left and scored one out later
on Tony Bernazard's single, putting the Indians on top 3-2.

more got its second run in the
third when Ripken doubled
home Lacy, who had singled
with one out.
Boddicker struck out eight
over the first seven innings, but
surrendered eight hits and two
walks.

Having played Just 18 of 91
games, It's unusual to already
nave "must-win" games, but
yesterday's contest against Central State was just that for Bowling Green's baseball team.
The Falcons, led by Chris Carden's five runs batted in,
snapped a five-game losing
streak with a 1M thrashing of
the Marauders at Steller Field.
"We needed a win, no question
about that," BG coach Ed
Platzer said. "I'm Just happy we
could get that win under our belt
and maybe we could turn things
around.'*
CSU coach Greg Payne said
the win was obviously a big one
forBG.
^
"Sure it was." Payne said.
"Any time you lose a few in a
row you need that one to get you
back on track. BG looked Uke
they really wanted it"
BG raised its record to 7-11 by
' T out 17 hits while Falcon
pitchers Todd Noffke and Logan
Collins limited CSU to Just four
safeties. Noffke got (be win,
raising his record to 3-1.
GARDEN SMASHED four hits
for BG, including a triple, while
adjusting to a new role.
The sophomore moved from
clean-up batter to lead-off two
games ago, and the adjustment
in the batting order is helping
both the 6-foot-4 sophomore and
the Falcons.
"I'm usually in the middle of
the line-up, but I like batting
lead-off," Carden said. "It's an
opportunity for me to get more

"We needed a win, no question about
that. I'm just happy we could get that win
under our belt and maybe we could turn
things around."
— Ed Platzer, BG coach
at-bata and see more fastballs."
That's exactly what Carden
saw when he smashed a Jeff
Johnson fastball for a triple to
open the Falcons' half of the
first inning. Senior Jamie Reisier followed with a double to
plate Carden.
Designated hitter Jeff Shokles
was sale on a fielder's choice,
moving Reiser to third. Mike
Hayes walked to load the bases
and Kevin Ward singled in
Reiser. Todd Dues followed with
a double to plate two more runs.
Dave OTCresik walked before
Johnson retired the next two BG
batters. But Carden came up
and delivered a single, scoring
Dues and O'Kresik. Reiser sinCto add another run. but
i popped up to end the

The Orioles took a 1-0 lead in
the first on singles by Alan Wiggins and Lee Lacy and Cal Ripken's groundout.
The Indians tied it in the second when Mel Hall led off with a
single, stole second, moved to
third on a fly out and scored on
Boddicker's wild pitch. Balti

FRIDAY & SAT. ONLY

Busses Leaving the Union at

8:30, lfcOO, 11:30
Returning 12:45, 2:00

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where qualify comes first"

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell
Suzie

Wa rzy

TONIGHT. THURSDAY, APRIL 10

closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

Leah

D See Baseball, page 10.

Corned beef

Reg. $10

Hours

Lois

and Ward coaxed
walks from Marauder pitcher
Troy Neil to lead off the sixth
and Dues singled to score

am

■ ■expires 4-30-8611

Haircut

seven-run Falcon' uprising.
"Our pitching staff was depleted," Payne said. "Seven
fames in four days has hurt us.
lus, the reather didn't help
either."
IN THE winter-like cold,
though, BG's bats were Just getting warm.
The Falcons scored two runs
in the third inning and two more
in the fifth inning, while CSU
added a run in each of those
innings as BG held a 11-2 advantage, but the Falcons put the
game away with a five-run sixth

352-2566

delicatessen
1068 north main
352-8434

OHIO LOTTO • PICK 4 • SUPER LOTTO
Alumni Owned and Operated

MUST BE 19 & OVER TO ENTER

Call 2-2418 for details!
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Enlargement Sale
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From Your Negative From Your Slides

$ .20
"$1.00
$1.75
-$5.75

3x5
5x7
8x10
11 x14

$ .50$1.50'
$2.00"
$6.25*

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • OFFER EXPIRES 4-So-efc
PRESENT COUPON WITH ORDER • NO QUANTITY LIMITATION
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Ainge deserves spanking
Maybe he figured that
Jackson already had the
baseball market cornered for
his true position - the player
people love to hate. Seeing that
basketball lacked a great person
for this role, he opted for the
NBA.
Every professional sport
seems to have one player
everyone loves to hate.
Football has Chicago's Jim
McMahon. whose cocky attitude
and head band had many fans
throwing things at the television
screen during the Bears' Super
Bowl victory.
In baseball, there's
California's Reggie Jackson,
a.k.a. "Reggievision." The only
thing he does better than hit
home runs is tell people how
good he is at hitting home runs.
Not to be left out, basketball
now has a member of this elite
group. Boston's Danny Ainge
has raised the ire of many
National Basketball Association
fans - including myself.
Ainge started his professional
athletic career as a baseball
player with the Toronto Blue
Jays. His anemic batting
average led him to believe that
basketball might be his calling.

NOW I'M not going to deny
Ainge's basketball talent. He
can hit the jumper and runs the
floor pretty well. He's not a bad
defender and can rebound as
well as you can expect a guard

to.

But if I had to use one word to
describe Ainge, it would be
"crybaby."
Whenever the Celtics are on
TV, Ainge proceeds to grate my
nerves. Everytime the referee
blows the whistle, Ainge is
pointing his finger at the other
player. It seems that he thinks
his Brigham Young background
makes nim immune to fouls.
When things aren't going his
way, he's crying in the referee's
ear or complaining to Boston
coach K.C. Jones about how
unfairly he's being treated by
the officials.
Maybe in an attempt to "even
the score," Ainge is always the
one in the middle of altercations.
He even tried to take on 7-foot

11tem Urge Pizza
$4.95 Delivery
$3.95 In House
352-3551

expires 4/20/86

352-3551

Tree Rollins of Atlanta. As if
that wasn't enough, when
Boston and Los Angeles met for
the championship, Ainge tried
taking on the entire Laker team.
NOW THAT L.A. has Maurice
"the Enforcer" Lucas, Ainge
may have to think twice about
such a bold challenge.
Most recently, Ainge took on
Philadelphia's Sedale Threatt,
someone more his size at 6-foot3.
The Sixers' Terry Catledge
bumped Ainge after the Celtic'
guard put up a lay-up. Ainge got
off the floor shooting his mouth
off at Threatt, then brushed into
the Philly guard.
Apparently. Threatt didn't
care for the discussion and,
after Ainge pushed him, landed
a open right hand on Ainge's
jaw. The Celtic staggered and
was tossed to the floor by
Catledge.
Threatt was ejected from the
game, which carries an
automatic $250 fine. To make
matters worse, NBA
commissioner David Stem
levied an additional $2,000 for
his involvement.
On the other hand, Ainge did
not even receive a technical foul
and received only a $1,000 fine.
Somehow, that doesn't seem
right.
Ainge instigated the episode,
yet he didn't even receive a
technical and gets the lesser
fine. Of course, Ainge said the
incident was a
misunderstanding because he
thought Threatt pushed him.
Regardless of whose story is
true, Ainge will continue his
antics. But as any player who
makes his living with cheap
shots, Ainge's day will come and I hope it's televised.

Baseball
Q Continued from page 10.
Shokles. O'Kresik followed with
a sacrifice fly and catcher Ron
Zurek singled.
Carden singled in two runs
before Neil was able to get Dave
Roberts to ground out. CSU
added a run in the sixth and two
in the seventh as BG coasted to
the U-run rout.
The second game was
canceled due to the Marauders
lack of pitching. Platzer would
have liked to play the second
game.
"I was hoping we could play
two today,'' Platzer said. "I
wanted to give ourother pitchers
some work and get some other
players in the game."
Carden said the win should
give the team some momentum.
"Games like this are confidence builders and we needed
one," be said. "Hopefully, this
will start a roll for us in the MidAmerican Conference."
The Falcons will find out if
they're on a roll in the MAC or
stuck when they host Western
Michigan for double-headers tomorrow and Saturday.
Falcon notes: BG was swept
by Kent State in a doubleheader
Tuesday 7-4 and 8-0. Joe Mueller
sparkled in the first game, going
three-for-four. Catcher Mike
Hayes added a homer.
In the second game, second
baseman Reiser started a triple
play by catching a line drive,
stepping on second and firing to
first.
Mueller continues to lead BG
with a .407 batting average. Junior Ken Ospelt is batting .333.

_

BG News/Alex Horvath

Easy now

Bowling Green third baseman Todd Dues looks on as Central State first
baseman Ernest Radcllffe puts the finishing touches on a Falcon'
pop up. BG polished off the Marauders 16-5, yesterday at Steller
Field.

I Help bring the world together.
Host an exchange student
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REGISTER FOR YOUR
1 OR 2 BED LOFT
For Fall & Spring Sem. 86-87
Before May 15
Call for a registration form
and a list of rates

352-3836
9-5 Mon-Fri
LOFT CONSTRUCTION
Free Loft Delivery Aug. 20-Sept 11
10/6 Discount if you mail in your loft payment
before May 15

BGSU THEATRE AND
GERMAN, RUSSIAN &
EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES DEPT.
presents:

LQQK for our
Large

"The Resistible Rise
of Arturo UI"

1985 Fuji.
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Joe E. Brown Theatre
In German:April 9, 10 at 1:30 p.m.
April 11, 8 p.m.
In English: April 9, 10 & 12 at 8:00 p.m.
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PHILADELPHIA STEAK &H0AGIE SHOP

"La Cage

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
"Weekends always start on

Aux Folles"
When: April 10
Where: Toledo Masonic Auditorium
Cost: $26 with transportation
$24 without transportation
Time: show starts at 8 p.m. Bus
will leave Union Oval at 6:45 p.m.

Tickets on tale in the UAO office.
3rd floor, Union

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gos heat
shared electric

Unfurnished efficiency
$200.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
All utilities paid

One bdrm. unfurnished
$250.00
All utilities paid

Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at ff* and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

Thursdays at Mr. Spots."

2 Spot's Italian Hoagies
Lg. Bag Ruffles Potato Chips
■<$> 9 od$6.50
thru 4 15 86
TS* • °
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Vote Today
Vote for your Undergraduate
Student Government

Hours:

9-5 Union

V^WE DELIVER -„.„_ immw

125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN 352-SPOT

MQ-MOStf.

UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO'S
RESUME.
You'll stand opart from the crowd with a sharplooking professional resume from Kinko's.
Choose from a variety of paper stock and let
our friendly staff assist you in creating an
attention-getting statement about yourself.

kinko's

,7***^-.
CHECK OUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES

Video

Every 10th
•••••
fiNew Arrivals:
VllViu COMPROMISING

We Carry
Both Beta
and VHS
Tapes

Movie Free!
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IWOMOVIESI

'O*

Wednesdays All VCR rentals 12.991

RENTAL RATES
Some Day

99*

(Mw»t br in bvfor* 5 p m 1

Overnight
M.99
Video Recorders . . »5.99

** 'SPECIALS***
Son. overnight
99*
lues overnight . . 2 far 1
Thurs. toMon . . $3.49
Sot. toMon
$2.91

Membership Required—$10 tor one year
1093 N. «Mn St.. BG
354-1401
Mon -Sat. 10-S
Sun. 11-4

Open earty. open late. Open weekends.

325 E. Woosler St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
354-3977

Barney's

1

Next to Barney'* Convenient Mart

Beer and Wine at state Minimum Prices
I I I I I TlOpen 6:30 a.m.-l a.m. every day 111 TJ^
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Bowling Green hockey coach Jerry York announced, yesterday,
three forwards and a nWenseman have signed national letters of
intent to skate for the Falcons next season.
The four newcomers to the BG program are center Nelson
Emerson, right wings Marc Potvin and Joe Quinn, and defenseman

Four recruits sign
with Falcon icers

York said the new recruits will give added bulk to the Falcons,
who finished tied for second in Central Collegiate Hockey Association with a 21-14 record last season.
"Our goal in recruiting is to attract the very best players to our
hockey team, and we feel we have recruited four solid players,"
York said. ''We wanted to add some size and strength to our
forwards, which we have in Joe Quinn and Marc Potvin.
"In Nelson Emerson, we have recruited a playmaking centericeman. Kevin Dahl will give us a right-handed defenseman with
tremendous strength."
Quinn comes from the Calgary (Alberta) Canucks, titlists of the
Alberta Junior A League, while Emerson, Potvin and Dahl all
played for the Stratford (Ontario) Cullitons, champions of the

Testimony
a Continued from page 1.
Tolliver asked Turner if supporting Boatman was part of
''still carrying a torch for him."
"Yeah/ she answered.
The next witness, Carol Mclntosh, 20, said Boatman woke her
up at about 4 a.m. and slept
there until S a.m. Boatman had
told her to set the alarm early so
that he could get up to wash his
car, she said.
Another Toledo witness,Greg
Files, 21, said he drove down to,
but didn't come back from Bowling Green with Hill, Henry and
Walker the night of the incident.
On the way be heard Hill say.
"I'm gonna snatch a bitch," but
thought nothing of it, Files said.
He said he saw Boatman, Hill,
Henry and Walker leave the
parking lot outside of the Amani
Room in Hill's car and never
saw them come back.
FILES TESTIFIED testified
he saw Boatman, his neighbor,
sitting on his front porch at
about 8 a.m. the following day
and noticed "he was shaking as I
got closer."
"There was something funny
about him," Files said.
Files said when he asked Boatman what was wrong, he told
him the night before be witnessed Henry and Walker Jump

a woman with a sheet and rape
her while Hill drove lost on a
road.
"Damn. They actually did it,"
Files described his reaction.
Hill's attorney Chuck Boss
asked Files to interpret "snatch
a bitch" and he answered, "rapping (talking) with a girl."
Defense attorneys have been
stressing discrepencies between
Boatman's testimony and testimony of other men in the group
that went to Bowling Green that

Marvin Parker, two of Boatman's acquaintances who were
in Bowling Green that night. He
asked them if they thought they
bore any resemblence to Hill's
photo or the other photo the
victim said was a "likeness" of
the driver.
They both said their hair and
mustaches were like Hill's. They
also said their respective cars

ASKED Mclntosh if
Boatman told her what happened that night She said he
iold her he didn't want to talk
about it
He also asked about Boatman's reputation in the neighborhood and she said, "every onesays he's real nice."
When asked if Boatman would
lie to her, she said, "I'm sure
he does 'cause I lie to him."
Defense attorneys have suggested that the men Boatman
said raped the student that night
were not Hill. Henry and
Walker, but other men who
fit the victim's description.
Boss showed the photo array
used by the victim to identify
Hill to Anthony Crutchf ield and

Life
D Continued from page 3.
"German doctors and psychiatrists taught the Nazis bow to
we the gas chambers. They
used them (gas chambers) to
elimimate the mentally handicapped and the mentally disabled," he said.
Eridon said he sees the same
attitude developing in this country toward both handicapped
newborns and the elderly.
The situational ethics are the
problem, and the ramifications
Involved are dangerous, he said.

Worried
you might have
CM t liana

at Planned Pararthood

354-3540
All Mathoda <* »fth Control
Pragnancy 'Me • Pap Taata
Annual Eiama • WaMOomtM
VO OagnoM • miartwty Counaekng
F—s mrm oaaad on your Income.

had upholstry on the inside
roofs, unlike Hill's car. The victim had identified the car in
which she was raped as having a
white top and an orange or red
body, having water problems
and no upholstry on its inside
roof. Hill's car, found by police
abandoned near an exit on 1-75
in Toledo, fits the woman's description.

Don't miss out on that great tan
Eat your Prout cafeteria box
lunches in the sun
And be one of the cool ones!
PRICES RANGE FROM
$1.55 to $2.45
Phone 372-7948

Midwestern Junior B League.
QUINN, A 8-1, lS5*ound right wing, joined the Canucks at midseason but still finished among Calgary's scoring leaders with 32
goals and 43 assists for 75 points in 45 games.
Emerson, 5-10 and 165 pounds, completed a spectacular season,
tying for the league scoring title with 54 goals and 58 assists for 112
points in 39 games. Emerson, whose 54 goals and eight gamewinners were league-highs, was drafted in the third-round by the St.
Louis Blues in 1985.
Potvin will bring size and strength to the right side. The 5-10,195pound right wing finished eighth in the league with 22 goals and 43
assists for 69 points in 39 games for the Cullitons.
Dahl anchored Stratford's stingy defense, which, at 3.31, allowed
the fewest goals in the Midwestern Junior B League. Offensively, the
8-1,185-pounder notched eight goals and 15 assists for 23 points in 29
games.
The Falcons currently have three former Stratford players on
their roster, goaltender Dan Kwilas, forward Chad Arthur and
lorward/defenseman Steve Dickinson.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
MiiH by Trwk Michel Jaffc
ACROSS
1 leather shoe
•tnp
5 Galley words
10 Blaze of glory
14 River to the
Battic
15 General
principle
16 Branch angle
17 Actress — May
CHiver
18 Participant at ■
'•■si
19 Patch
20 Lampooner s
products
22 Facial features
24 Bulrushes
26 Tool set
27 Rooerds at ai
30 Impractical
35 Star Prefw
36 Sunbather s
risk
37 Nanny's
negatives
36 No* person
39 One kind of
LsfaefiN
42 Young seel
43 Show affection
45 Nectar
collectors
46 Pal Joey
author
48 Overly
sentimental
corn
»U r-K>wer D'SCI
Var
5i Before cycle or
form
52 Ahead ol time
54 Traveler s
check?
58 Adherents ot
islam
62 Enthusiastic
63 Of the
subcontinent
65 Esa molding
66 Inactivity
67HuDbub
66 Warning from
Watson
69 Burden
70 Mirror
71 Very, at
Versailles

DOWN
1 Troubles
2icei.no-:
literature
3 Paood of
penitence
4 Turncoat
5 Strengthens
6 Haze
7 Tolkien tree
6 - off Staled
9 Conspicuous
10 Lionel, the
bandleader
ii Skating teat
12 Transportation
system
13 Aulomot>ki
pioneer
21 —the-miii
23 Combine
25 Bear hug
27 Child s game
26 Party mold
29 Hiding place
31 Author Leon —
32 Novel by 31
Down
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S3 Wrongly
M Formal dance
55 Wile.. be*o»
the Dorrjar
56 Wealth
57 Organ*
compound
59 Stravinsky
60 Simple
61 Vrsuahies
64 Through Pretii

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

i
t

'

n

n

33Hit»tu.t.
34 Tree mm
36 Writer Hane
40 Helpful
41 Hohoay tongi
44 Violate customs
rules
47 Barn area
49 Miscellany
50 Cooimg-off
periods

1

"
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Purchase any 12" or 14"
Superb chaasa pizza only...

$/!99

4

Additional Items $1N
Bowling Green 352-1539

The BG News"

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(77M BO News Is not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are BO1 per trie, $1.80 minimum.
50* extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per Una.
PREPAYMENT Is required for sl non-university related business and Individuals.
NOTICE: The BO News wH not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
come to 214 West Hal immediately If there Is an error In your ad The BG News will not be
responsible for typographical errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

.Phone#.

Every student we accept into our freshman class is guaranteed a place in
the clinical portion of our program.
We are now taking applications for freshmen entering in the fall of 1986.
If you apply to Fairview and are accepted, you then enroll for the college
courses which constitute the freshman year. On satisfactorily completing
those courses, you automatically begin your two years of clinical
instruction in the fall of 1987.
Graduates of our diploma program are eligible for R.N. licensure. And
here's important news: in the most recent statistics from the Ohio State
Board of Nursing, Fairview's graduates ranked first on the R.N. licensure
exam, ahead of all other schools—diploma, associate degree, and
baccalaureate.

(For bHng purposes only)

•-

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear m bold type)

»i

.
;-.■•

M
Classification In whkh you wish your ad to
Csmpus S City Events"
Leal a Found

Wanted
Help Wanted

Service* Off ersd

For Sale
For Rant

• Cempoa/Crry Event ads are pubftshed free ol charge for one day for a non-prom event or meeang only
*4

Dates ol Insertion
r

Mai to: (On or Off-Campus Mai)
The BG News
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BO News)

■

-i

Phone: 372-2601
Total niimber ol days to appear.

we guarantee it.

Find out more about Fairview today. We guarantee you'll find it worth
your while.

Fairview General Hospital School of Nursing
a nondiscriminatory institution founded 1909
fully accredited by the National League for Nursing
for a 50% discount
on the application fee, send this ad with your request for information to:
Fairview General Hospital School of Nursing
18101 Lorain Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44111
registrar 4767132

Classifieds
CAMPUS 4 CITY EVENTS
BuddhMt Meditation 4 Study Group
Prout Chapel. Sat April 12300pm
For Information, cal Tm 287-4694
CAFE FRANCAIS'
THERE WILL BE A BAKESALE AT THE
FRENCH
MOUSE THURSDAY APRIL 10 FROM 10 00
TO 4 00
FRENCH AND AMERICAN
PASTRIES
COFFEE BONAPPETITi

An exhausted Patrick O Murphy waa admitted
lo wood County Hospital this afternoon after
showing signs of acute alcohol posorvng After
arriving eerier fhra morning Murphy, and SAE
Associates began a rrruaaatic crusade deter
mned lo consume al avaaable alcohol Doctors
neve prohrbrted visitation due to the seventy ol
Mil
APRIL 9 ELECT APRIL 10
LARRY BARNES
USG AT-LAROE REPRESENTATIVE
Attention Greeks
Who can give me moat blood' Alpha Sigma Phi
dU in February Be sure to lake part In me RSA
Blood Drive competition m the Grand Ballroom

CHARITIES BOARD ANNUAL BIKE AUCTION
April te. Wednesday
Student Services Forum
Viewing Slarts at 2 30
Auction Starts at 3 30
Al items payable by cash or check with proper
'0 Alare welcome"

Baloon Derby for the March of Dimes
Phi Beta Lambda |PBL)
Aprl 12, noon. Bet Tower
Ticket Sale March 10-Apnl 12. SI aa
For formation caljudi Miner al 372-5610

Commodore 641128 User's Group Meeting
Apr* 10th. 7 30 115 Lite Science Cal
Chns st 352-4794 lor more information

Congralulalions BECHY BUCHENIC lor
representing Pi Beta Phi tor Mrs Paddy Murphy! Were so proud of you"
Love, your Pi Beta Phi Sisters

BG News/April II, 1986 12

KD a comrnrtment
lo EXCELLENCE
LOOKING FOR YOUR HAMSTYLNTT
Hera I em Maria OJeorlch st the Fist Edition
CH now » make you- aprx»ntmenl354 I 4 7 7

eKHsLE SB AND JOHN mSSS~
USQ PfsEUDCNT AND VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE APRIL ITH AND 10TH
Porytiislen VWege Dawmaii
Greet Cmnoee Oriental Food
Delivery Hours 5 30-9:30 PM
Cal Today 352 0528
R-S-A. BUTTON CLUE I
MY AlMO»T IDENTICAL TWIN ROY SAID I
OUGHT TO 00 WEST AND LOOK FOR THE
WHITE LETTER* OF war-ORTANT INTEREST
TtMPETEPJJON
FOR
USG AT-LAROE REP

VOTE FOR

REMINDER TO ALL STUDENT ORGANIZA
IIONS IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HELPING
THE AMA AND IUP IN THE RONALD
WCDONAID HOUSE PROJECT CALL TODD
IAHOTE AT 354 8279 TOOAY'

SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"
'••COPE-OUT"

CHRISTOPHER HELMCK
USG REPRESENTATIVE
AT-LAROE
TODAY: 9 00 a m -5 00 p m UNION

Students who are interested m applying tor the
new stale Teacher Education Loan Program
must attend a meeting scheduled to distribute
\rpacations and obtain information about the
urogrsm A meeting win be held Thurs . April
10.6 30 p m n the Tatt Room ot the Union

FTTZ. BERN > KRISTY Thanks lor s great sprrig break" It you took good, you're not having
tun. Via's cocktail bar. onfy m America, oh-wee.
sure. sure. sure, plastic appartus. weners
losow the leader, who's honking 7 Ron I EricLet's make n ANNUAL I love you guys'
Karen

UAO-UAO-UAO-UAOUAO-UAO
See La Cage Aui FoUse TonlgMI
Only 115-372-2343
UACMJAOUACHJAO-UAO-UAO-

PAt neirt ASM meeting -II be Thurs April 10
ii 7 30 p m m Room 110 BA Election ol Olivers we be held and detaas lor the upcomng
;«cnic wi be given
l-> There"

"A Public Forum
on the Issues of
Drinking snd Driving"

THE PRELAW SOCIETY PRESENTS
THE
LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
(A PANEL
MSCUSSIONI THURSDAY APRIL 10. 7 30
I'M ASSEMBLY ROOM OF THE MCFALL
CENTER
10 ML STUDENTS TODAY < FRIDAY FROM
in 00 -4 00 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS ON
1AU A! THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE'
5 15 00 OFF ON 14K GOLO' $15 00 OF ON
' UK GOLD'
"Attention OSEA Members"
run iihedd' Awards Assembly Monday
Apni 21st m 220 Main Science at 7 00
BALLOONS-BALLOON S-BALLOONS
TODAY IN MATH SCIENCE 9 AM-3 PM
WE DELIVER"
COME MAGNIFY THE LORD
A CALL TO WORSHIP
7 30 APRIL 12. 1986
STUDENT SERVICES
SPONSORED BY VARIOUS
BGSU CHRISTIAN GROUPS
';RTLAN0 STATE UNIVERSITY, OREGON.
MV OF TENNESSEE, UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY AND 49 OTHER COLLEGES ARE STILL
PEN ON NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE,
i ARN HOW TO PAY IN STATE TUITION AND
CO TO SCHOOL OUT-OF-STATE. THERE
I'LL BE AN INFORMATION SESSION TOOAY
Al 930 AM, 231 ADMINISTRATION. CALL
: 8202. THE CENTER FOR ACADEMIC OP'r.lNS. FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS!!
GSS and WSA present the last
JAZZ CAFE ol the year"
Fiiuiuring 597 Jau Quartet
Friday April 11. 8pm--lam
- ICE ARENA LOUNGE
Beverages and munchies provided
$2 donation accepted at me door

See Europe and Earn 6 Hours ol Credit

UAO-UAO-UAOUA04JA04JAOSee Le Cage Aux FoKea TonlgMI
Only 115,372-2343
UA0-UA04JAO0A04JAO0A0

l w* nol be responsible for any other debts
other than my own made atfer April 8. 1986
K«> Alton Apple

UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO
See La Cage Aux Foiles Tonight'
Only 115 372-2343
UAOUA(HIAO-UAO-UAO-UAO

LSAT CPA GRE GMAT MCAT
ACT SAT PSAT. NCLEX RN
Don! compete wrlh a Kaplan student.
be one'
CALL 352 6802 or 536-3701
Need a Change-TRY US'
Campus Pagkai's
440 E Court 352 9636

MR SPOTS
BG'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
WE OEUVER THE BEST
352 SPOT

Senxx Chasenge Team Captains & members.
don't forget about the kick off party tonight at the
Alumni Center 8-10 Hope to see you there1
SENIORS"
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
SENIOR CHALLENGE 86
Stamtejch Tonight
Campus Pagkai's
440 E Court 352 9638
STRENGTHEN STUDENT USG RELATIONS
VOTE KIM MEYER
for USG Al Large Representative
April 9 5 10
Support your hal Take pert m the RSA Blood
Drive r»mpetttion this week m the Grand
Bafroom

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Information meeting with
Professor David Reed from France
Aprs 14, 1986.8 30 PM
372 Business Administration

LOST & FOUND
KEYS FOUND
CALL 2-4708 TO IDENTIFY
lost Saturday night Leather coal at Uptown,
^•ntimental value 372-4747
I (1ST Light green tackle box with sewng supsaes m 115 Education between 10 30-11 30
Mmday Very important-need lor class No
locations asked Cal Laurl
?'2-1082
LOST 24" gold chem and medium-sized gold
, '086 Lost rn front ol Rodgers Quad on
weekend of Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental
.Hue! REWARD. Call 352-4119

RIDES
Ride Desperately Needed To Miami UrUv.
WiH help pay lor gas The weekend ot the f 2th
CM 2-3056 Drew

SERVICES OFFERED
Al your typing needsprompt & professional
Clara 352-401 7
PREGNANT' CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
leal Objective mlo Cal now 354-HOPE
(4673J Hrs M, Th 12 noon-8pm T,W 10
am 2pm Sal 12noon-2pm
TYPING SERVICES tor al types ol papers at
75-pg (dbl sp ) 90 pg for drsaertatlons
352-3967 Irom 8am 9pm
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS REASONABLY
PRICED ZIPPERS REPLACED ALL TYPES OF
HEMMING ETC CALL AFTER 7 00 P M
363-7592 ASK FOR ROBIN

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Test
Morning After Treatment
Center lor Choice
1S1 N Michigan
Toledo Ohio
(419)255-7769

T-Sfwta. Tank-Tops
Al Colors. Sues, And imprmis
New S2 00 each

372-6698
USG
VOTE TOOAY
9-5 UNION FOYER
USG
USG
Have a voice in your
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
VOTE TODAY'
USG

USG AT-LAROE REP
TIMOTHY PETERSON
VOTE TOOAY
USO
VOTE TOOAY
USQ

USG
USG
USG
USG

ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS

VOTE
•"JULIE DALTON-"
FOR
USQ AT LARGE REF.
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL IN ENGLANOI!
FIND OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY
WED. EVENING AT 7:10 OR CALL BETM AT
2-45(7 OR KELLY AT 24492.
"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"

SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND PLUS
EARN 15 HOURS BOSU CREDIT! FOR
MORE
INFORMATION: EVERY WED. EVENING AT
7:10 IN 411 SOUTH HALL OR CALL
KELLY AT 2-6452 OR
BETH AT 2-4517

•"Realicf"
Brian Moore
USQ Al-L.rge Representing
April HO

Cong/sluletions to Bern Perry and Jenny
Sranaberry tor their selection Into Mortar Board'
KKG has got that Pride1
Love your sisters

"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"

Attention Dan CMMon (P.B.)
The Kg 22 Is here at leaf
My haven't the years gone by too fast!
Don't worry, you're sill! a stud who's
physically III
And your "practicing hasn't ilown down ■ bit
You haven't mellowed cauaa your party
gekxa
And your "Red Headed" temper la as strong
es ever before." You know and I know I won't
go on arryrnorel Let's break out the cake and
the wine, ceuae I hope I'm celebrating you sdey when you're nlnety-nlns!
Love, You know who
OET PSYCHED!
SIBS WEEKEND
APRIL 11-U

NEW HAPPY HOURS AT
MAIN ST
Friday 1 Saturday Nights
Opens PM
No cover IB 9 p.m.
MAM ST 352-3703

Groovy Records
New locekon 425 E Wooster behind Open
Pantry New Hours 12-9 M Sat On Sate
Now Pink Floyd Piper at me Gales ol
Dawn'-*S 50
Depeche Mode Black CewbretkxT $5 50
Agent Orange Living In
Darkness $5 50.
PHONE 353-1222

MR SPOTS
CHICKEN WINGS, HOAGIES
Steak sandwiches soups 4
aatada We Deliver after 4 00
352-SPOT

INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND EXPERIENCINO A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN
ENGLAND!! FOR MORE INFO.: EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING AT 7 30 IN 411
•OUTH HALL OR CALL BETH AT 2-4M7 OR
KELLY AT 2-4452
KOPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDFX
RDPXKDPXKDPXKOPXKDPXKDPXKDPXKDPX
KOFXKDPXKDPXKOPAKDPXKDPXKDPXKD-

FX

The "Never Again" Campaign
Presents
"A Pubic Forum on the issues ol
Drinking and Dnvmg
Wad , Aprl 16. 1966
730 p.m N E. Commons. Free
Co-sponsors student Legal Services.
Undergraduate Student Gov't BACCHUS.

Fun In the Sun Work et Wyandol Lake m the
Cokmbua area, thai summer For
appacation and rrlervlew. see
Student Employment
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 »59.230yr
Now mrwj Cal 1 -806-687-6000 Ext R 9849
for current lederal la!

Bicycle Tune-Up Space.
Or*/

Housekeepers. Wsrtreeaes end
General Melnlensrica
Summer prejMona ■ eaaCli a Private Wand
l*kaor1--Porl CMon Area, fut-llme or part lime
Salary S4 60-5 00-hr . plus room and board
provided Great orjporturaty to save money' OH
Coted (216) 391 3885-Ann Economy or
Jack Adam. Ratlksanake Wand Club. Port Can
ton, OH 43452

$1200
at
Purosle
131 W Wooster

352 6264

Norranafione lor Women m Coriimijnlcatlona,
sic. Communication awards must be submitted
by Friday. Aprl 12. 5 pm In 322 Waal Hat
EagrMHy inlormabon m In 322 Weat Hal

Need Students to do cleaning, mlac fobs and
yardwork aftarnoono. Phone 362-7365
MR SPOTS
AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL
FMedetohai Sleek Sandwiches
Buffalo Style Chicken Wings
We deliver after 4 00
352-SPOT

Restaurant
Sanduaky, Ohk)
SUMMER HELP Ful or part time Available
poeMona as food cocktal servers, server
aseratants. bartenders line ( prep cooks
Prefer lo apply m person Cm Chi's Reetauranl.
4307 MasnRd
14191 626-2744

Hera's your chance lo aak the questions
"A Pubsc Forum on the Issues ol
Drinking and Driving"
Wed, Aprl 16. 1986. 7 30 pm
NE Commons Reception losowing
FREE and open lo the pubsc
YOU can help make the difference

WANTED

BGSU Faculty rriernber and spouse want to
rent- lease 2 or 3 bedroom turraahed or pane*,
(unvaried house or duplex In or near BO tor on*
year or longer- beginning 8-1-86 Cal
372 9961 days 352-0362 evenings
Fal '86 5 Spring 87 1 corysKtarale. responsible, remele roommete Large, 2 bedroom apt
with new carpet. VERY nice! CM 354-7803
Female roommate to share mobile home for
Summer Own bedroom. SI SO-mo.
Cal Joy, 352 0958
Female roornrtaws needed for next year
brock from campus for a 12 mo. lease
Tereea 372-5771

1

WANTED: 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR &e!j
SCHOOL YEAR TO UVE WITH 2 FEMALES AT
32 FRAZEE AVE PLEASE CALL 352-6909
AFTER 5:00 PM

WANTED
10 people eertouety mtereeted in LOSING
WEIOHT Guaranteed results Cal Mr PhOpa
at 3530143

2 bedroom apartment Close to campus
Available Summer onfy (600 Cal after 6 p m
364-1079
2 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! CALL 354-8817
bedroom apertmarrls on Scott Harrvaon
Summer-Fel rentals Summer Rsles'
352 5822
3 BORM
HOUSE TO SUBLEASE FOR
SUMMER
139 S COLLEGE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
REASONABLE RATES CALL 2-5946 OR

1 year nanny -governeee posrkxi-for larrwy
wtm 2 smel ctyjdren In New England Own apt.,
use of oar A good weekly salary Send reeume
I letter to P 0 Box 464. Cos Cob. CT 06807
120 Counselor 1 kvslructor Positions Avaaable
Prtveto Coed Summer Camp In Pooono MM.,
Pa Contact Cayuga. PO Box 234B0,
Kenlworth. N.J 07033
(201) 27B-01O6
Anenbon students who w4 be kmiora or seniors
and are seeking campus employment lor fal
semester. 1988 Two positions are avaaable as
student advisers In the Cosege ol Business Ad
irarasltalxin, Office ol the Dean Appacanta
must be buetneea mokxa rnerniaming a 3.0 or
better GPA Trsining «i begin a lew hours this
ismiMar with 10-15 hours per week requved
next samaUar. Al intereeted applicants muat
obtan an Interview referral from Student
Employment aa aoon as pooMbte.

Atlentlon students who wl be sophomores e
are apakkg crenpus employment for fal
semester. 1986 A position is svsaabie as s stu
dent saalalant In the Coaege of Bue^esa Ad
nweatielkiii. Othce of the Dean Appacanta
must be buslnoaa majors rnaaTlatreng a 3 0 or
befler GPA Training wl brsgtn a lev. hours INS
semester with 10-15 hours per week requved
next somealejr. Al Intereeted appacanta must
obtain an Interview referral from Student
Employment aa aoon as possible
CHILD CARE -BOSTON AREA Wa have many
tafrasee looking for loving chad care workers.
One year committment
BKceeent salary,
benefits, round trip tranaportatton Alene FaKh,
Cnktoare Ptacernent Service. 149 BuckminMit
FVJ, &ooksne MA 02146 617-566-6284.

3 bedroom firrsahad House S36 3rd St
Avaaable May 6 for Summer end Fal Natural
gas heel Cen eccomodete up lo 4 students No
pats Cal 352-4773 after 6.

3 bedroom house neer campus
FOR SUMMER

352 5822
3 bedrooms tor summer Furnished, washer-dryer, one hal block horn campua *80 month
John, 354-0912

4 bedroom (unvaried houee Close to campus
Averege $425 month 354 1279evenlngs
5 bdrm house avaaable for aummer.
Cal 352-6566 between 14 5pm
621 E MERRY 2 bdrm. turn 4 persons, near
Otlenhauer neaaonable rates 2 units aval
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2260 or 352-6663
Available 2 bedroom apartment, close to campus For Summer and-or 88-87 school year
$255-month Cal 354-4004
CARTY RENTALS
Apts Houses Rooms
Summer Rente*. 3 mo. Iiaail
Phone 362-7366
Carry Rentals
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 students
1 bdrm house, 12 mo lease starting in May
Phone 352-7365
Fum. apt for Summer Rental Only $500 00 I
bedroom. Cal 364-8398 8 lo 11pm I
weekends Aak lor Rob

Someone experienced in painting Need heap
pasitrig woodwork in a law rooms. Cal
363-1882 after 4 pm

Firreshed lower duplex for 4
Furraahad upper duplex lor 3
Summer A Fal
Phone 362-0839

Summer help at The Porthole on Keey's Wand
PoalaonB: cooks t ■vartreossi send resume lo
18771 Thorps Rd.. Chegrm Faas OH 44022

Houee for Rant: Surrrner only, 1 or 2 people,
$360-surrrner Ctoaa to oarnpua
363-1731 after 6 pm

Summer rcome & beyond-exceptional opporlumty to start building a career or second Income before you graduate' Pick your own
hours: be in business on your own distributing
rexxjnaay known products. For an appointment
cat 363-7877
Wanted 4-6 famassi Openings aval rZarrwvja
•6-10 hr If intereeted cal Pal. 352-6400
btwn 8am- 1pm. eves 7-9pm

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
To gain valuable aalae experience whle In col
tape al one ol the nigheet paying lobs on
campua.
The 80 News
at accepting applications tor advertising sates
repreeentatlvea for the 1986-87 academic
veer Al majors considered Muat have oar. Ap
plcetlons and lob ekWKnpBons aneaabla M 214
WaatHal
Fit, Apr! 11. 4 pm

FOR SALE
1972 Honda CB176 $230 Runs wel Some
fix-up Good around town bM. CM 352-9322,
Sieve, eveninga

1BB4 CRX. 45.000 mees. has crutee. eir rear
defogger, AM-FM Cassette. Body Coating-urkkarcoatJng $6,000 or beat
otter Cal BO a! 353 1500
BICYCLE MuM eel limitjassiyil
Ceraurlon Sport OLX bicycle 27" tree.I'm
62" $170. Cal Tray 372-3339. or 372-2648

Iprtngfeet 44 Help Warned
AOYraaaion Ticket Seles. Bear Tlokat SaMa.
Bear Servers Appeostlons through Student
Errsjloyriient OfltoS. 460 SturJarrl Servicee
through Apr! 11
A| Students Welcome MerKkvkxy MaeaYig
MASS COMMUNCATIONS WEEK
Aprl 14 18
Check TODAY'S BO News
for complete acheduta
0ONTMB8IT1

Lawn Mamtenence Had days I lul
days, pan 1 U time 352-5822
Need aggreearve bueoeea merketlng mekx lor
summer beverage Seles In rnerchandkung
portflon Must have car, be 19 or older I be
located In Loram Erie counbes Sand resumeletter to: Oept B. PO Box 122. Lorakl, OH
44062

Rent Albums Dolsr a Day plus Deposit
Good Selection of 60 a and Alternative
Green Tambourine 157 Ckjugh 352 7876

HELP WANTED

WANT TO TRY "PUB-GRUB" OR ENGLISH
LAGER?? FIND OUT ABOUT ITH
EVERY WED. EVENING IN 411 SOUTH
HALL AT
7:30 OR CALL KELLY AT 2-4452 OR
BETH AI 2-4567

Earn S2,0OO6,000 per mo M ttrraTor
•400-600 par mo oen-nme Cal for free WormMton 1-381-6781.

2 bedroom lurrvehed apartments
649 Strtl St $450-mo pkie ekrc
362-9457 between 12-4pm

2-5947

Kted. Greet apt Own room.
Air I— 44 Greet Deel.
Cal Soon. Jim 372-6608

Loft Reglstrstlon Forms
Available lor Fell i Spring lam. 6447
Cal 352-3836. Monday-Friday. 9 5
Loft Construction

CRUtSESHIPS AJRLINES HIRING'
Summer, Career, Overseas! Call for
Gukte.Ceeaefte Hiiimnvlco 916-944-4444
ext

Fsmafe couneekx wanted for gsTa aummer
camp Cal Meg « 1-600-327-8287

1 Fe. rmte needed for summer and-or 86-87
school year Own room I dope lo campus. Cindy 354-9002

"•JULIE DALTON"•
USQ AT LARGE REP.
VOTE APRIL 9 I 10
-CINDY WYATV
When you Marl feeling down
and out—
And you need lo gel away.
Grab your buddy Jenneters
snd roadlrip for the day.
You can bet It will be silly,
fun. craiy, and wlidMe snd you and OfJUWW the 3 of us survive?
I lots yal Jenny

TO THE ALPHA Xl'» ANO THE M EP't
WE WOULD IKE TO CONORATULATE YOU
ON WkNNWO YOUR RESPECTIVE CHAMFIW—Fl IN OUR FIRST ANNUAL WaFFLEBALL TOURNAMENT. WE OREATlY APPRECIATE YOUR PARTICIPATION ANO HOPE
TO SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT YEAR.
THE MOTHER* OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

VOTI
TIM PETERSON
AT-LAROE REP

"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"

PERSONALS
"SCOPE-OUT"
"•COPE-OUT"
"SCOPE-OUT"

UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UAOUAO
See La Cage Aux Fomre Temghtt
Only 115-372 2343
UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UACMJAO

Wednesey. April 16. 1986
7 30 pm NE Commons
Reception immediately loaowmg
FREE and open to the pubsc

IMPORTANT
K anyone saw the incident between the
pedestrian and the automobile Defend Mark's
PiuaSal Night 4-5-86 at approx 2 00. please
cal 353 1226

COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE coed
chadren's camp nrv^haaal Perm 6-22 thru
8-22 Sign up STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE (Student Services BUg ) lor On Campua
"terirlowe to be held Aprl 29m from 11-6 PM.
General I ifnleHI counselors naadad for:
Fete Ana, Sports. Swimming. Boating, Water
ekang. Photography. Dance. Nature. Gym
neeaca. Queer. Drama. Terras. Camping. Group
LearJers (21-1 Further rrlormallon write 12
AAsvard St Udo Beech. NY 11561 or cal
516-889-3217

Birthday Sale
Falcon House
Store with savings
140 E Wooeter
Downtown B G
Look lor our sd n today's [

FOR SALE used tMe abed sols, good oorrS■on Baal offer 363-8336 altar 6pm
Leether Jacket, alia smel
PnCai ntTr^OtsmMsii. QOOO COOOrttOn
Cal Stvtarse 353-6503
Loft lor Seas
•SO
Cal 352 2984 after 5 30 p.m
Lose 10 29 be a month1
100% guaranteed
Cat 362 9511
lAfrtcnirig couch and rocking char
Make an offer
364-7218 anvtlme
Srx place bedroom suns $200 2-year old rv
aOQ roon HMst. 0 pM04M,
$275 372 3195

Houeea > Apts lor 66-87 school year
Smith Bogga Rentals Office 532 ManvOe. rear
352 9457 between 12-4
Own room, 2 bathe 2 bedrooms. (SO-mo. for
eunmer. 353-0951 mornings
Party Room
Cal 352-9378

l bedroom -pay no uaMee- -doee to campua
850 Soon Hemolon 2.
Phone 353-4737 (Jackie)
SUMMER RENTALS
1 4 2 br turn apts on 3rd St FREE AIR CONDIT10NWG, water, sewer, etc Reduced rales
VERY REASONABLE
FALL-SPWNQ 86-87
2 br. units M BOO 3rd St 6 824 6m SI Owner
pays for AC on 3rd St. and lor water sewer a
neat bom beacons Unwed Openings
Cat 362-5163 days. 362-4966 eves

Summer rental Exceeent location Half way betwean campus I downtown Large house for
2 4 people Reduced rani tor aummer. Cal
1-626-1934
SUMMER SUBLEASE AVAIL„ 1 bedroom apt ,
(unvaried, ctoaa to campus. S130-rnonth,
(Negotiable must rent), 362-5539, eves
8LIMMER--1 bedroom apartment close to campus. 1-267-3341.
Two 2-badroom apts for that aummer in a
duplex « 222 N Enlerpnee Cal Kit
U 372-6091 or 363-1731
Two bedroom furrashed apts lor Fal.
362-2663
TWO FEMALES NEED ONE ROOMMATE
(MALE OR FEMALE) FOR SUMMER OWN
ROOM. NO UTILITIES, EXCELLENT LOCATrON CALL 352-3730
Two man apartment on 4th I High Avaaable for
Bummer For more information Cal 353-0631
- , ,
■ „ ... ,. To lubleaaa a nice
2bedroom apt New furniture A ctoaa to oarnpua AvMatas 86-87 school year. Cal Frar*
353-0807 or Mark 363-2216

•2 BtUXaOCail-FlJRN. t UNFURN ■
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS'
Mekx Utajies I Cable TV Fum.
One hell Block Ot! Campua
CALL TOM
Mon Frl 7 AM-Noon 362-4673
Evening I wkand 362-1800
USWGSCU MODEL LEASE

nd twin mettrees wtm box springe.
and more apt. furniture Cal evenings
362-1220.
wrseosr Spectrum Radar Detector State ol the
art In poke radar oatactJon Very good condition (126.001372-6698

1 and 2 bad tofts for
rent lor epertmente Summer and
FM SimiMir. For a ragWratlon
lorm and Ml of rates eel
362-3836 (Mondey-Fndeyl
Loft Conebuction

•71 VOLVO 241 DL RUNS OBEAT. GXJOO
CONDITION, I HAS HAD REGULAR
MAINTENANCE (1760. CALL 362-1763
AFTER 6:00 PM
U WATT YAMAHA RECEIVER 11H. 1 PAIR
IS WATT ROYAL SPEAKER* I1X. CALL ANDY AT
1I44402 OR 3724131.

Efficiency Now Renting for Fal
1 or 2 limeMsr loose, luty furnished
al uaraes paid xvSuding cokx T V
watt cable 6266 month Phone
354-3182 or 362-1620 Evenings

FOR RENT
2 brjrm fum. apt. Cherrywood Spa prtvSeoee
Aprl I August rent pard Avaaable immed Con
■set Jan or Jay et 352-8871

Earn m part-time what you can m ha gma! Cal
Mr Moore at 362-9611

2 bedroom turrsahad arevlmenta
Summer Lsssss Only

Experienced term help now J thru the summer
Morning or aRernoona or bom Cal 362-7060

362-7464

Thurelln Manor Apartments
Fury Carpeted. AJr ConrJBoned
Cable TV, Furnlehed Efflolaricy I
Laundry FacHee Appacaaona tor
Summer and Fal M 461 Thurstm Avs
Acroea from Otlenhauer Towers
362-6436

